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QUESTION 1

Identify the files that are changed when you run AutoConfig. (Choose all that apply.) 

A. /listener.ora 

B. /.env 

C. /admin/adconfig.txt 

D. /.env 

E. /appl/admin/.xml 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are true about the AD Merge program? (Choose three.) 

A. The AD Merge Patch creates the merged patch driver files and copies the actual files needed by the merged patches
into the destination directory. 

B. You can merge patches without unzipping the automated release updates by using the manifest file. The manifest file
is a text in which youdocument the location and names of the patch zip files. The contents of a manifest file would
resemble the following: /home/applmgr/patches/p123456_11i_GENERIC.zip
/home/applmgr/patches/p233455_11i_SUN.zip /home/applmgr/patches/p902345_11i_LINUX.zip 

C. The AD Merge Patch supports both split patch driver files and unified patch driver files. If all the source patches have
split driver files, the merged patch has split driver files. If any of the source patches has a unified driver file, the merged
patch has a unified driver file. 

D. When merging patches, the source and destination directories cannot be child or parent directories of each other. It is
recommended to run AD Merge Patch from the parent directory of the source directory, and the destination directory
should also belocated in the same parent directory. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify which three statements are true about restart files. (Choose three.) 

A. Each worker has a restart file called adworkxxx.rf9. 

B. All workers have one restart file called adwork.rf9. 

C. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave no backup versions. 

D. The worker creates the restart file when the manager assigns it a job and deletes the restart file when it finishes the
job. 
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E. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave backup versions with the .bak,
.bk2, or .bk3 extensions. 

F. Restart files are stored in $APPL_TOP/admin//restart or in %APPL_TOP%\admin \ \restart on Windows. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about the APPS schema? (Choose two.) 

A. The APPS schema owns all code objects. 

B. The APPS schema owns all the products\\' data objects. 

C. The APPS schema has synonyms for all base tables and sequences. 

D. The APPS schema owns the technology-layer (FND, AD, and so on) data. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which piece of information is captured as part of the Patch Impact Analysis f a particular patch? 

A. prerequisite patches that can be merged and applied 

B. objects that would be rendered invalid after applying the patch 

C. objects that would be dropped from the database during patch application 

D. prerequisite patches required by the patch along with the readme of each patch 

Correct Answer: D 
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